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NASBE develops, supports, and empowers citizen leaders on state boards of education to strengthen public education systems so students of all backgrounds and circumstances are prepared to succeed in school, work, and life.
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We believe in equity and excellence: We believe that students of all races, genders, and circumstances deserve the supports they need to thrive in school. We believe all students can learn at high levels and must have the opportunity to do so through state policies that address their diverse learning needs.

We prioritize state leadership of public education: We believe that state boards of education, in partnership with chief state school officers, governors, and legislatures, are best positioned to craft, promote, and oversee state education policies.

We empower citizen leaders: We build the capacity of state board members to question, convene, and act boldly with and for students, educators, and families.

We elevate evidence in policymaking: We ground our resources, tools, and services in the strongest evidence available and help our members make informed decisions in the best interest of students.

We build community: We facilitate productive dialogue and nonpartisan exchange among members with diverse perspectives, creating lasting channels for the sharing of evidence-based strategies and solutions.

We collaborate: We promote respectful collaboration, both among our members and between our members and the broader education community.

Above all, we will apply a lens of equity and excellence to everything we do so that our focus and that of our member boards remains fixed on ensuring that all students get the resources they need to succeed.”

—“Our Members, Our Mission: A Strategic Plan for the National Association of State Boards of Education” (Fall 2018)
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B
owing to the realities of the pandemic, states halted summative testing in spring 2020, with a federal blessing. For some, this was cause for celebration in the midst of misery—a strike against reviled standards and the tests they spawn. For others, it was wind in the sails of changes already under way in statewide accountability systems—to measure things other than math and reading performance, for instance, and to give teachers timely information on student gains within a school year.

But regardless, for the handful of state education leaders responsible for monitoring how the system overall is providing equitable instruction, there is no substitute for a comparable test that compares how schools, districts, and subgroups of students are doing at a snapshot in time and allows states to make decisions on how to direct scarce resources. In the face of such flux, how will state boards make decisions about assessment and accountability?

The authors provide useful context for these discussions. Lynn Olson of FutureEd frames the issue with a succinct scan of 50 years of federal policy, its attendant backlash, and the fracturing of the testing marketplace, and she projects how learning loss due to school closures will drive what's ahead.

Chester E. Finn Jr. and Eric Hanushek combine research and state board expertise to make their case that state boards ought to stand pat and resume their assessment regimens in spring 2021. To do otherwise "means flying blind, uncertain whether schools are following a flight plan and getting close to the intended destination," they write.

Two articles press for a shift from the status quo. Chris Domaleski from the Center on Assessment urges states to rebalance their systems, with attention to coherence, reciprocal support, differentiated accountability, and assessment utility. Abby Javurek and Jason Mendenhall from the nonprofit assessment provider NWEA urge state boards to welcome the chance to rethink how their states handle assessment. They write that state leaders can map out a system that recognizes that students progress at different paces, addresses learning loss, and lets teachers modify instruction during a school year in response to interim assessments.

Another set focuses on what state boards can learn from different types of assessment. Ellen Forte of edCount argues that alternate assessments for students with disabilities and English learners can open a window for what assessment could become for all students. "Instead of debating how many tests are appropriate," she writes, "state leaders might instead ask why there are not more tests that involve teacher-student interactions, administered at times and in ways that directly support students’ learning."

Marianne Perie of Measurement in Practice details the history and state of play for performance assessments, and she suggests questions state boards should ask before adopting them statewide.

NASBE's Joseph Hedger offers a glimpse of the range of plans brewing under the federal Innovative Assessment Demonstration Authority program. Participating states include Louisiana, New Hampshire, Georgia, North Carolina, and Massachusetts. And Abby Potts, also of NASBE, provides some questions to usefully frame the conversations that state boards will inevitably have about the assessments they are asked to approve and the role they play in state accountability systems.
News & Notes

Congress adjourned for the long summer recess without providing additional funding to help states and localities respond to the pandemic, including schools. Legislators hoped to reach an agreement with the White House on a new emergency response package that would provide more help to schools prior to the beginning of the new school year. Negotiations between the parties broke down, however, and congressional leaders sent members home in early August. At press time, Congress had not yet resumed talks about how and if the federal government should provide additional emergency funding to communities.

In July, the House of Representatives approved a fiscal year 2021 appropriations bill for Labor, Health and Human Services, Education and Related Agencies. It would provide $73.5 billion for the U.S. Department of Education and related programs (a proposed increase of $716 million from FY20 enacted levels). Most of this increase would go to ESEA Title I and IDEA Part B, but modest increases were also allocated to the Student Support and Academic Enrichment block grant and other K-12 programs. However, Senate Appropriations has not yet acted on its spending bill for ED, and the Senate may not have enough time to approve it and resolve differences with the House bill by September 30, in which case legislators will be forced to extend the agency’s funding at FY20 levels and carry the budget process over to a lame-duck Congress (or later).

Former Vice President Joe Biden’s presidential campaign released recommendations in July on key domestic policy issues, including education. The Democratic National Committee worked to translate aspects of these recommendations into the party platform, unveiled ahead of the August convention.

Biden proposes tripling Title I funding under the Every Student Succeeds Act, adding restrictions on charter schools, and revisiting federal assessment and accountability requirements. In June, the Republican National Committee voted to retain the party’s 2016 platform, which strongly supports school choice, local control, and reducing the overall federal footprint in education.

The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) released supplementary school guidance regarding the reopening of K-12 schools. Following a weeks-long push by the Trump administration to urge schools to physically reopen and questioning existing CDC guidance for schools, CDC Director Robert Redfield committed to providing “additional” guidance for K-12 communities.

In July, the Department of Education’s Institute of Education Sciences invited public comment before September 14 on a study of the Innovative Assessment Demonstration Authority (IADA) Pilot Program, authorized by the Every Student Succeeds Act. The IADA lets the department exempt certain states from some ESSA testing requirements, provided they pilot new assessments within the state. This study will produce a “progress report” and a “best practices report” to help the department target technical assistance in pilot states. The department also plans to provide a guide for other states to develop new assessments.

*Thanks to Foresight Law + Policy for this update.*

---

**Figure 1. Formal Policy on Roles of Officers in Schools, 2017–19 (percent of responding principals)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOPIC</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>80</th>
<th>100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student discipline</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of physical or chemical restraints</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of firearms</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making arrests on school grounds</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting of criminal offenses to a law enforcement agency</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Formal policy or written document includes language covering the topic.**
- **Formal policy or written document does not include language covering the topic.**
- **Respondent does not know whether the formal policy or written document has language covering the topic.**
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In the face of the stress and anxiety caused by COVID-19 and the adjustments to daily life that are required of each of us, there have been countless examples of people coming together, helping neighbors, and trying to find ways to make the unfamiliar part of a daily routine.

Lawyers are no different. I have been privileged to see the community of members of the National Council of State Education Attorneys (NCOSEA) come together to confront the challenges presented by the pandemic and the resulting social and legal changes. In the immediate aftermath of so many states and school districts closing schools, first temporarily and then for the remainder of the school year, there were many questions. Foremost was to ask how schools could ensure that students were receiving required services, in addition to the supports that many students and families rely upon, such as meals or special education services. With the uncertainty that COVID presented on so many fronts, there were many questions with no precedents. Others were time-sensitive: State official needed to make sure that states provided uninterrupted services to the best of their abilities.

In late March and April, I saw the NCOSEA listserv light up with questions, information sharing, and offers to provide feedback. As we moved further into the pandemic’s timeline and as the CARES Act moved through Congress, our conversation only intensified. It eventually ended up where everyone seemed to end up during the pandemic: on Zoom, with NCOSEA collaborating with the National Association of Attorneys General to conduct two webinars with the largest turnout for NCOSEA programming in many years.

NCOSEA members were selfless, sharing template documents or guidance issued by their state education agencies (SEAs) as informational resources, with the only goal being to provide as much help to states and students as possible, and not for credit or professional acclaim. For example, guidance was shared on states’ responses to the U.S. Department of Education’s proposed rules regarding the distribution of CARES Act funding. Members dissected the unique considerations for accommodations of special education students during the pandemic. Now, as we move into the new school year, members are tackling the legal ramifications of potentially requiring face masks or face shields in schools.

While it took a global pandemic to muster the network to this degree, it was incredibly gratifying to see the way NCOSEA members responded to help not just their SEAs but each other. It shows on a larger scale what I have experienced on an individual basis as an NCOSEA member since I joined in 2014. As an attorney in a small state where SEA attorneys are few, I can personally attest that a resource like the NCOSEA listserv and the network of attorneys across the country it represents are invaluable.

I hope you have seen similar silver linings in your networks as well. Stay safe and healthy!
As a high school freshman in a magnet STEM school, I felt the pressure to succeed from all sides. In the rat race for good grades, I never enjoyed class. Later that year, I realized that every high school student suffered the plague of stress culture—cramming for tests and feeling their self-worth was bound up in test scores.

Education should be fun and collaborative. Instead, it produces anxiety and fails to encourage students to love learning. Even when adults ask students for their perspectives on school climate, student feedback is never well received. Thus student governments are essentially party planners, making decisions on prom decor and homecoming floats but with no power over curriculum, coursework, or the pace of learning.

This system continues to fail millions of high school students. Four reforms will help transform the outdated education system.

**Leverage students’ optimal learning styles.** Mine involved kinesthetic, visual, and auditory learning, which were part of elementary school but hardly ever revisited in later schooling. Use of pictures, projects, and hands-on learning ought not be phased out as students progress to middle and high school. Education researcher Hilary G. Conklin stresses students’ needs for creativity through play, which is stifled as students get older.¹ Even in the era of COVID-19, where teachers and students have had to adapt to online learning, there are ways to cultivate a love of learning rooted in student preferences.

**Cater to student needs.** The classroom should be a safe space for students to take risks, without fear that their ideas will be ridiculed or dismissed. It is crucial to recognize that everyone may not achieve the same level of understanding from concept to concept and to encourage everyone to try their best. Mandating benchmark tests against a set of standards at the beginning and end of the year risks deemphasizing individual student needs. The key is for teachers to use test scores to see where students began and to use subsequent exams, projects, or other hands-on mechanisms to determine student progress toward understanding.

**Use positive metrics.** Some schools group students based on their levels of understanding. Honors courses or teachers’ announcements of the highest class test scores may encourage some students to excel, but it will not produce a growth mind-set in all students. I never made the top five in honors or AP calculus, and I felt my attempts were never good enough, despite earning high B’s. Teachers could foster engaged, reflective learning by letting students set independent goals. They could share only average scores to encourage classes to grow as collaborative communities.

**Be responsive to student feedback.** Students must help shape their education. Providing a place for continuous student feedback on content pacing and understanding is paramount to engagement and success. Students should have a voice in curriculum and standards development as well. Until the system begins to treat students like people, students will continue to be left behind.

A Shifting Landscape for State Testing

Last spring’s sudden shift to remote learning in response to the COVID-19 pandemic disrupted K-12 education in an unprecedented way. Upon Education Secretary Betsy DeVos’s waiver of federally mandated state testing for spring 2020, it also triggered the first nationwide break in state testing in half a century.

With students returning to school for the 2020–21 school year, state boards of education will need to get a handle on exactly where students are in their learning in order to target resources and support. States also will need to restart annual assessments mandated by the federal Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) in order to track progress over time, particularly for vulnerable subgroups of students.

Yet even before the pandemic, two recent FutureEd reports found that state testing systems were already in transition. A national analysis by FutureEd found that between 2014 and 2019, lawmakers in 36 states passed legislation to respond to concerns about overtesting, including by reducing testing in a variety of ways.

That trend is likely to continue, as opponents to standardized testing eye the coronavirus crisis as an opportunity to leverage more cuts—and even end state testing entirely. At the same time, interest is growing in innovations that could make state testing systems more useful for teachers and students by moving away from a single, end-of-year test to more frequent assessments that better reflect classroom curriculum and instruction.

As state boards think about the right questions to ask about testing in order to make smart decisions moving forward, it is important to understand the history of state summative assessment in the United States, the increasing fragmentation of the state testing landscape, and the larger political context.

A Half Century of Testing

Standardized testing has been part of the K-12 education landscape for the past 50 years, with both Democratic and Republican leaders at times pushing for higher standards and greater accountability. During this time, state tests have been viewed as an essential component of educational improvement—providing a window into school performance, helping policymakers map strategies and allocate resources, and ensuring that the needs of underserved students are being addressed.

In 1969, with federal dollars flowing to schools under the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), Congress mandated a federally funded snapshot of student performance, the National Assessment of Educational Progress. The same year, Michigan launched the first statewide testing program.

In the 1970s, concerns about the performance of high school students in particular led to the “minimum competency” movement and expanded state testing to ensure that students graduated with the requisite basic skills.

In the 1980s and 1990s, as the nation transitioned to a knowledge-based economy, political leaders began to push for higher educational standards and national goals, as well as efforts to hold schools and districts accountable for results, particularly for the nation’s most disadvantaged students. The Clinton administration’s reauthorization of ESEA in 1994 required states, for the first time, to adopt state standards that would be the same for all students and to test all students’ progress against those standards in at least three grades.

Not all states responded to the 1994 requirements with equal rigor. So when George W. Bush took office, he decided to place significantly more emphasis on tests...
and test results in the next reauthorization of the law, with the goal of ensuring that the needs of students furthest from opportunity were being addressed. The No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act of 2001 mandated that states test every student every year in reading and math in grades 3-8 and once in high school and in science at least once in elementary, middle, and high school. NCLB also required states, districts, and schools to publicly report test data by race and income. And it set strict timelines for schools to get every student to the proficient level on state tests or face an escalating series of supports and sanctions.

NCLB was designed to shed a bright light on educational inequities to counter what President Bush described as the “soft bigotry of low expectations.” But it had unintended, negative consequences, as states, districts, and schools frequently responded to the pressure in ways that jeopardized student learning and kindled antitesting sentiment.

Schools emphasized instruction in tested subjects at the expense of untested subjects and stressed test-taking skills.2 School districts piled on new benchmark tests to gauge how students would perform on end-of-year exams. Many states began to rely heavily on multiple-choice tests because they were cheaper and easier to administer in the face of tight testing timelines. And many states lowered their testing standards to get more students over the proficiency bar.

Recognizing the need for more consistent and ambitious standards, a group of states began collaborating to identify the knowledge and skills needed for college and career readiness by higher education and employers. The work laid the foundation for a 2009 agreement by the National Governors Association and the Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO) to jointly develop demanding voluntary standards in English language arts and math—what became the Common Core State Standards. That work coincided with the Obama administration’s Race to the Top initiative, which provided billions of dollars in education funding to states to help address the 2008–09 economic crisis.

By making the competitive grants contingent on states adopting the reforms, the $4.3 billion program incentivized states to adopt tougher academic standards and more rigorous tests aligned with those standards. Most states quickly embraced the Common Core standards and joined one of two voluntary state consortia to develop Common Core–aligned tests with federal funding: the Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium or The Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC).

The Backlash Begins

The administration’s decision to leverage billions of dollars in federal funding on behalf of higher standards, harder tests, and test-based consequences for teachers brought the national teachers’ unions and Tea Party conservatives to the barricades, if from opposite directions. The Tea Party and its Republican congressional allies condemned the Common Core as a federal usurpation of traditional local control in public education, even though state-facing organizations led the development of the new standards. The unions targeted the new teacher evaluation systems and the increase in teacher accountability they represented, spurred by rank-and-file members’ outrage that their livelihoods suddenly depended on how well their students performed on brand new standards and tests.

The avalanche of opposition forced the Obama administration to retreat. In August 2015, U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan announced his department’s decision to grant states with NCLB waivers a one-year delay in incorporating student test scores into teacher evaluations. CCSSO and the Council of Great City Schools, representing the nation’s large urban school districts, announced a joint project to throw “their collective weight behind an effort to reduce test-taking in public schools, while also holding fast to key annual standardized assessments.”

In December of that year, the president signed ESSA, which replaced NCLB. Democratic leaders fought hard to keep the requirement for annual state testing of every student in reading and math in seven grades and results disaggregated by race, income, English-learner status, and disability status.

The new federal law gave states and districts far more power to craft their own education
solutions. It abandoned NCLB’s requirement that states impose escalating sanctions on underperforming schools. It jettisoned Duncan’s earlier push for states and school districts to use students’ standardized test scores in teacher evaluations. It permitted states to use college-admissions exams—the SAT and the ACT—as substitutes for state high school standardized tests. And it allowed states to explore new ways of testing students under an Innovative Assessment Demonstration Authority.

The New Testing Landscape

To get a handle on the state of state summative assessments under ESSA, FutureEd conducted a scan of state testing programs across the 50 states and Washington, D.C., based on publicly available data and interviews. We found that the marketplace for summative assessments in grades 3-8 has fragmented as an increasing number of states met ESSA’s accountability requirements with tests designed to reflect their individual state’s content standards (figure 1). Many states abandoned the two Common Core–aligned state assessment consortia. In 2010, 45 states planned to use tests developed by the consortia. By the 2019–20 school year, only a dozen states remained in the Smarter Balanced consortium, and only D.C. was using PARCC exams.

At the high school level, more states are embracing the ACT and the SAT as their assessments despite concerns that the tests are not fully aligned with state standards. Language permitting this option under ESSA has accelerated the trend, enabling states to offer tests that parents and students actually care about. (It will be interesting to see if this trend continues now that the University of California and other higher education institutions are no longer requiring the exams for admissions.)

While states and the federal government still prioritize the ability to compare student test results within a state, comparing results across states has faded as a dominant goal. That said, because of PARCC and Smarter Balanced, there’s evidence that both the quality and rigor of state tests have risen.
of state tests have risen. Cut scores—the benchmarks that states set for student performance—appear to be holding the line in most places, but it is harder to get a handle on test quality. In this atmosphere, churn in state testing systems is a big concern. While no one is tracking how many states have changed their tests or assessment vendors multiple times in the past five years, many of those interviewed mentioned it. Constant changes in state assessment systems make it harder to track performance over time, create problems for state and district accountability systems, and send mixed messages to educators, diminishing their morale and ability to focus instruction.

Growing Interest in Innovation

At the same time, states have shown growing interest in designing assessment systems that better reflect and support the daily work of students and teachers in classrooms. Such systems would deliver faster turnaround of test results, as well as greater use of end-of-unit tests, performance-based tasks that ask students to apply what they know and can do, and tests that are more closely linked to the curriculum. Such efforts could provide better ongoing information about student progress, while giving teachers more guidance on how to adjust instruction. To date, five states—Georgia, Louisiana, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, and North Carolina—have been approved for the federal innovative assessment pilot (also see article, p. 40).

Louisiana, for example, is developing ELA/social studies tests to be given three times a year at the end of units that can be rolled up into an end-of-year summative score. The online assessments will enable districts to choose from a set of texts organized around key topics. Students will respond to writing tasks that require them to make meaning of texts they have already studied or of texts that are new to them but closely related to the curriculum. This dovetails with the state’s efforts in the past decade to adopt higher standards and an optional text- and content-rich ELA curriculum (ELA Guidebooks 2.0) with units built around general themes, knowledge domains, and “anchor texts.”

New Hampshire is taking a different approach: piloting classroom-embedded performance tasks in English language arts, math, and science to replace annual state tests with the goal of providing students a richer, more individualized learning experience. Schools and districts participating in the Granite State’s innovative assessment pilot—Performance Assessment of Competency Education, or PACE—supplant much of the traditional end-of-year state testing with teacher-developed performance tasks. These include one common task in each grade and subject combination without a state test, which participating districts agree to collaboratively develop and administer.

Legislative Response to Overtesting Concerns

Given the testing climate in recent years, ESSA has become a bulwark against further reductions in the measurement of school performance, even as Secretary DeVos suspended the law’s requirements for 2019–20. But a close analysis of the political landscape of standardized testing makes clear that unless a new generation of tests can play a more meaningful role in classroom instruction, and unless testing proponents can again convince policymakers and the public of the value of state testing for school improvement and educational equity, annual state tests and the safeguards they provide are at risk.

From 2014 through 2019, lawmakers introduced no fewer than 426 bills and 20 resolutions in 44 states in response to critics’ claims of overtesting (figure 2), and measures were adopted or enacted in 36 states.4 There were more bills in 2019 than in 2018, an indication that antitesting sentiment remains strong in state capitals five years after the signing of ESSA. This analysis excludes dozens of parental “opt-out” bills that in most instances granted students unrestricted rights to sit out state tests. And it doesn’t reflect moves to reduce testing in many states in recent years by governors, state boards of education, and state education agencies.

Lawmakers’ most common legislative response was to reduce the number of state tests students must take. In other instances, they shortened the length of tests, capped standardized testing time in schools, required public reporting of testing time, or directed
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Lynn Olson is a senior fellow at FutureEd.
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cont’d on page 42
As the new school year begins, states will want a better understanding of the social, emotional, and academic learning needs of students so they can respond to them rapidly. Yet with shrinking budgets and increasing demands, states are grappling with tough decisions about how to balance giving students time to adjust to a new normal of schooling and assessing the scope and extent of learning loss due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

For example, state boards over the summer wrestled with the prolonged negative impact of learning loss in reading, especially in the early years. Some states, such as Indiana, chose to make early reading assessments optional for the fall, in hopes of giving teachers more time to focus on helping students adjust to new school contexts. Others, such as Colorado, plan to continue administering assessments to ensure that students received interventions to address learning needs.

Four key questions will help guide decision making during these unprecedented times.

**What is the purpose?**

An essential first step for a state board is defining an assessment’s intended purpose, which is vital to ensuring the reliability and validity of the data. No one assessment can achieve all goals. For example, formative assessments are better suited to exploring individual student learning on discrete standards and guiding the learning process, while summative assessments are better suited for reliably measuring average school performance across student groups. With a clear purpose statement, state boards will be well equipped to ask whether a given assessment validly supports its use for the intended purpose.

**How should the data be used?**

Inherent in an assessment’s purpose is a clear articulation of the actions or changes in behavior expected as a result of the data. State boards can build narratives around how to make the data actionable. Who is using the information? What actions are taken as a result? How does this action help achieve the strategic vision of education in your state? Testing by itself does not mitigate achievement gaps. Rather, the actions teachers and administrators take based on the data to better support students are the key levers to achieving the state’s vision for education. If the data do not support these actions, then the time spent on assessment is not well used and runs the risk of crowding out instructional time, with negative impacts on students.

**Is the test fair and accessible?**

As conveners and questioners, state board members serve a vital role in ensuring the fairness and accessibility of an assessment. As assessments are developed or selected, state boards can pave the way for accessibility by ensuring that experts on students with disabilities, English learners, and culturally diverse perspectives guide the process. By asking about the diversity of design and review committees, state boards can set a state up to identify and resolve issues efficiently rather than adopting the costly strategy of trying to retrofit an assessment that was not designed with the needs of some students in mind.

**What resources and capacity building empower educators to act on data?**

Data can be complicated and complex. Supporting teachers’ assessment literacy is vital. States can encourage professional learning that explores assessment data and how they can be integrated with other information. State boards can also draw attention to resource inequities and catalyze action to address them.

— Abigail Potts
When COVID-19 forced a hiatus in federally mandated assessments in spring 2020, it interrupted a quarter century of effort to track, disaggregate, and publicize achievement levels at the school level. The aborted school year put a big data gap where 2020 scores should have been. Combined with the already-raging assaults on testing, state education leaders find themselves in a fraught and difficult place.

Arguably since Congress passed the Improving America’s Schools Act (IASA) in 1994 and most definitely since it enacted No Child Left Behind (NCLB) in 2002, test-based school accountability has played a big role in American public education. Although the latest revision of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, known as ESSA (2015), lets states make more decisions regarding their school accountability, state leaders should stick with their assessments because they improve student learning and school performance.
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systems—particularly when it comes to sanctions, interventions, and consequences—the assessment requirements did not significantly change in 2015 nor did the obligation to disaggregate and publicize school-level results.

Pandemic-induced assessment waivers and a testing holiday will intensify the longstanding pushback against these requirements. They will embolden test critics and sundry education interest groups to declare, “See, we don’t really need those damned tests. We can’t even use them during unusual circumstances such as at-home study—and when we do use them they distort the curriculum, cheapen instruction, worry teachers, alarm parents, and scare kids. Given the learning gaps and uncertainties presented by the present plague, it would be cruel to go back to using them and whatever results they might show in spring 2021 will surely be misleading.”

We disagree. We will offer state boards of education suggestions on how to proceed in the short and the longer run. But first, we review the history of test-based accountability as it has been practiced and the evidence of its impact.

The History

NCLB significantly enlarged the role of the federal government in education. Its focal point was evaluation of school outcomes, and it contained incentives for ensuring high levels of overall achievement and broad impacts across all subgroups defined by race, ethnicity, poverty, and language.

The NCLB feature garnering the most attention was the requirement that all students be proficient in reading and math by 2014. As time passed, it became clear that this extremely ambitious goal was not going to be met. School staff led a simultaneous, steady drumbeat aimed at ending the accountability regime altogether. In time, NCLB became a four-letter word to many. What is often not recognized, however, is that 43 states already had their own test-based accountability system in place at the time the NCLB became law in 2002.

In many ways, NCLB had it backward: States were charged with identifying the learning standards and testing regimes to describe student proficiency while the federal government dictated what actions should be taken if progress was insufficient. The federal government, without knowledge of the demands on or capacities of schools, clearly was unprepared to dictate how all schools should provide education. At the same time, individual states have little way to set standards for the national and international labor markets for which they were preparing students. Moreover, NCLB measured pupil performance by level of achievement without regard for the preparation and readiness with which students came to the schools.

The Evidence

Despite this inverted structure and the mounting public uproar over the heavy-handed federal role, NCLB actually produced improvements. In both the period of state actions before its enactment and after its passage, accountability systems led to greater student achievement. Moreover, systems that incorporated consequences for schools and personnel had the strongest effect.

These U.S. data are consistent with international evidence that indicates that countries with testing programs that allow for external comparisons have students who do better on international achievement tests. Alternative testing approaches, including school inspectorates, do not lead to better overall student performance when they lack the ability to compare performance across students and schools.

The international evidence also highlights a generally overlooked part of assessments—that not all testing is about schools. Many countries develop testing for graduation and student placement into higher education or other institutions. These exit exams are generally designed to do two things: give students incentives to learn and provide direct comparisons of students across local grading systems. The use of such exams has generally shown beneficial effects across countries. Importantly, the value of local school grades rises when there is an external test that can be used to calibrate the meaning of those grades.

It is often said in arguments against NCLB-like reforms that top-ranked countries such as Finland do not use testing and accountability yet rank very highly on international assessments. But Finland has a national exit exam that is mandatory for all students and
that determines access to tertiary education. Performance on the Finnish Matriculation Examination has strong implications for students and schools.\(^6\)

The United States has also used consequential student exams for purposes other than school accountability. Twenty-four states required exit exams for high school graduation in 2013, with most of their passing scores set at least at the 10th grade level.\(^7\) Moreover, a number of states require students to meet minimum test-based standards in order to be promoted to the next grade. Evidence suggests that both of these testing regimes have had somewhat positive effects on achievement, although there are some mixed findings.\(^8\) Both regimes have also faced considerable political pressure, leading to slow but discernible movement away from such test use.

The objections raised about test-based accountability do not erase the fact that students learn more when there are measures of performance and when schools pay attention to levels of achievement. Some have argued that it did not work because it did not make U.S. schools the best in the world,\(^9\) but that is not a legitimate criterion for evaluating accountability systems.\(^10\) Others contend that NCLB narrowed classroom instruction because it only focused on reading and math. Emphasizing basic academic skills was, of course, part of the design because it is hard to argue that basic reading and math skills are not key to most subsequent learning. At the same time, transcript studies at the high school level show that the curriculum of the typical student in fact became broader and more rigorous in academic coursework with the introduction of state and federal accountability.\(^11\) It’s a fact, however, that more time and focus on basic academic skills necessarily means less is available for other parts of schools such as the arts, a trade-off that comes from setting priorities in schools.

One common argument against test-based accountability is that it leads to teachers spending too much time teaching to the test. This would chiefly be a problem if tests fail to reflect what we want students to know. In programs such as Advanced Placement and International Baccalaureate, for example, which are highly regarded by most teachers, preparing students to ace the end-of-year exams is typically viewed as honorable and gratifying.

NCLB is often decried for being a “high-stakes” testing regime. Yet the state assessments used in the aggregate accountability systems of most states attach no rewards or penalties to student test takers and typically not to their teachers either. To be sure, exit exams and college admission tests carry high stakes for students, but there is generally less (though tangible) political pushback to high-stakes testing that involves students than to the kind that judge schools and educators.

It is true that the availability of state assessments can lead to larger stakes for teachers, because they facilitate linking the performance of students to specific educators. The possibility of evaluating teachers based on how much their students learn has been recognized for 50 years.\(^12\) While it was not part of the original NCLB, Secretary of Education Arne Duncan included teacher evaluation as part of the department’s Race to the Top initiative and in a 2012 “education flexibility” offer to states.\(^13\) Continuation of this aspect of accountability—and teacher resistance to it—appears to be the most important pressure for scaling back if not eliminating regular student testing.

The use of student performance to gauge teacher effectiveness requires that the teacher’s influence be separated from other factors that bear on student achievement. This separation is generally accomplished through “value-added” analysis. There is a large literature on such analysis, and two generalizations can be made: First, there are significant differences in teacher effectiveness, differences that have huge impacts on students’ labor-market prospects and on the U.S. economy.\(^14\) Second, nobody would argue for using value-added scores alone to evaluate teachers. Teachers have wider impacts than what can be measured on state math and reading tests. More important, only a minority of teachers—perhaps a quarter—can be evaluated at all in a value-added context because of the limited subject and grade-level testing in the schools. Thus the drumbeat against “evaluating teachers just on narrow tests” appears to be more a general pushback against any evaluation of teachers, not to the overuse of tests.
Currently, 34 states require some measure of growth in student achievement to be used in the evaluation of teachers, but this is down from 43 just five years earlier.\textsuperscript{15} This decline, however, is not consistent with the research evidence on the effectiveness of personnel systems that use teacher value-added in their operations. Although understandably contentious, teacher value-added has proved to be useful in contributing to the overall evaluation of teachers when such information is available from student testing programs.

Washington, DC, offers the best example of the influence on student learning from a personnel system incorporating teacher value-added. Its IMPACT system uses value-added analysis for the quarter of the teachers where it is possible, but the largest portion of the evaluation of all teachers comes from an objective observational rating. Based on the overall evaluation, the District of Columbia gives large bonuses to effective instructors and dismisses grossly ineffective teachers, and these steps have contributed to the best achievement gains of a major U.S. city.\textsuperscript{16} A similar system in Dallas, Texas, also appears to be significantly improving student outcomes, particularly when it is used to guide staffing in schools with concentrations of disadvantaged students. These are just two examples of how improved compensation policies can be usefully introduced into school policy.\textsuperscript{17}

The Year Ahead

Important technical questions arise when an assessment regime built on an annual cycle—like the familiar school calendar—gets interrupted. Although a simple resumption of testing may still accurately display student achievement at whatever point in time the tests are again given, a year (or more) of missing data will affect trend lines, confound growth calculations, and complicate applications of data derived from them. Psychometricians and testing directors will have their work cut out trying to make the necessary adjustments, adding caveats, and double-checking reliability.

For growth or value-added calculations in particular, a single year of missing data on individual students causes many complications and more than a year will render such calculations impossible under most circumstances. That missing data will invalidate key elements of most states’ ESSA accountability plans, remove valuable information from school report cards, and—if the absence of growth data places greater weight on simple achievement data—will give rise to new equity concerns.

Although ESSA is all but certain to remain the law of the land for some time, it is likely that the U.S. Department of Education will see many more requests for waivers from elements of it and that a number of states will consider amending their approved accountability plans. How that may play out depends, of course, on individual state circumstances, education-governance structures, and political dynamics, but some movements in this direction are all but certain. Meanwhile, there obviously had to be a hiatus in the consequential use of end-of-year test information for evaluating schools, teachers, and students, both because there is a big data hole and because almost no students had a full year of proper instruction.

With the resumption of school in fall 2020—in all the complex forms it is taking—states and districts would be well advised to deploy whatever assessments they can tap to gauge where individual children, groups of children, and entire schools and systems are at the year’s start. The cessation of in-person instruction in spring 2020 has obviously produced significant learning gaps but, perhaps as important, has led to much larger variations in the achievement that will be found in most schools during this next round of learning. Data on baseline performance are sorely needed to shape and adapt curriculum and instruction and to align instruction more accurately to needs.

To satisfy formal requirements under their ESSA plans but, more important, to be better able to plan for subsequent years, states and districts should plan to resume their familiar assessment regimen at the end of the coming year. End-of-year data from 2020–21, if available, can be compared with end-of-year data from 2018–19 to calculate two-year changes and to chart the course of what may be a series of interrupted years.

Meanwhile, many of the familiar assessments, both formative and summative, may need to be adapted to a schooling environment at least some of which takes place outside
the school building for at least some students and at least some of which takes place outside traditional school hours. With careful planning, these testing adaptations can yield sturdy, valid, reliable gauges of student learning with minimal glitches, such as those that beset some who took at-home Advanced Placement exams in May 2020. (The College Board deserves kudos for improvising an assessment arrangement that apparently worked for the vast majority of AP students.) Perhaps most important for state board leaders to understand and communicate to their constituents is this: Results-based accountability for schools and students is perhaps the most impactful education policy that we have. Few if any other strategies produce such broad improvements in achievement.

All should welcome the quest for additional sources for improving student learning and school performance, as do we. But until and unless such sources prove as stable, reliable, and revealing as testing, American education cannot stop testing. To do so means flying blind, uncertain whether schools are following a flight plan and getting close to the intended destination. Put differently, no enterprise can succeed without regular, reliable data on its own performance. Testing cannot furnish all the data that educators and policymakers need, but it is an essential source of indispensable information.

While having good assessment data cannot ensure gains in student achievement, not having good assessment data can virtually guarantee no improvement.

---


18. Of course, this environment also calls for many changes in staffing, budgets, curricula, technology, and the delivery of instruction.

---
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Newton's second law of motion states that when force is applied to an object at rest, the rate of change is directly proportional to the force applied. There is little doubt that tremendous force has been applied to education recently, including assessment and accountability systems. First, COVID-19 prompted rapid shifts to distributed learning, suspension of state assessments, and waivers for school accountability. Then the collective anguish over George Floyd's murder in Minneapolis led to a sense of urgency for advancing equity in all institutions, including education.

Already under fire before spring 2020, the dominance of federally mandated test-based accountability in American education had led many educators and policymakers to decry the system as largely out of balance and to suggest that this imbalance has stifled productive local efforts toward meaningful, lasting improvements in student learning. It is not too early to conclude that all these cumulative factors will—and should—change assessment and accountability systems. But what kind of change is appropriate, and how can state boards of education support such changes?
What Is the Promise of School Accountability?

Before state boards can help nudge their systems back into balance, they should examine the purpose of accountability systems in the first place. Broadly, school accountability can be thought of as a system that 1) signals what outcomes are valued, 2) provides information about school performance with respect to those outcomes, and 3) prescribes a system of supports and interventions based on performance. Improvement is thought to occur by incentivizing the right kinds of behaviors and actions, shining a light on areas where improvement is needed, and providing targeted supports to those areas. That may sound straightforward enough, but this portrayal is built on scores of assumptions and a vast network of actions and interactions that are best addressed in a strong theory of action.

Accountability systems may highlight goals and benchmarks and provide some useful information to guide actions, but real educational progress always has been pegged to the practice of teaching and learning that occurs daily in classrooms. In order to promote school improvement, systems must activate the conditions and supports that provide students an opportunity to learn. School improvement requires attention to the “instructional core,” with these principles in mind:

There are only three ways to improve student learning at scale: You can raise the level of the content that students are taught. You can increase the skill and knowledge that teachers bring to the teaching of that content. And you can increase the level of students’ active learning of the content. That’s it. Everything else is incidental.¹

Ultimately, I argue that accountability systems can play a role in an overall plan to promote student success, but they are not a “treatment” and far from a holistic prescription for education reform. In fact, too often contemporary accountability systems are built on an impoverished theory of action—that suggests putting data in the hands of policymakers or educators will lead to strategic actions to improve schools.

What then are the key factors essential for leveraging the promise of accountability to improve schools? I will describe three: principled design, balanced and coherent structures, and reciprocal support.

Principled Design

There is no gold standard, no single correct approach, for developing and implementing systems that monitor and support school improvement. A system should take into account policy priorities, local conditions, and context. Only then can education leaders design a solution that supports guiding principles and values.

Engaging in a principled design process is best accomplished through a well-explicated theory of action.² A theory of action is a tool for both designing and evaluating accountability systems by clarifying goals, assumptions, and the hypothesized mechanisms to bring about the intended changes. Randy Bennett’s recommendations for an assessment system theory of action can be extended to accountability. Bennett’s conceptualization includes

- the components of the system and the rationale, grounded in research and theory, for these components;
- the claims that will be made from results or outcomes;
- the intended effects of the system;
- the mechanisms thought to cause the intended effects; and
- potential unintended or negative effects and the plan to mitigate them.³

Developing a strong theory of action starts with clarifying the highest priority goals. For example, the system can be designed to privilege closing achievement gaps or preparing students for postsecondary success. While a system can have multiple goals, focus is important. If an initiative is thought to do everything well, there is a good chance it will not do anything very well.

The value of a theory of action comes from documenting the hypothesized connections between and among the actions and the outcomes they are thought to promote. At a high level, Erika Hall and colleagues recommend portraying these elements with respect to inputs, outcomes, and evidence.⁴

Inputs describe the resources, actions, and conditions that will be necessary to support improvement. It includes the source—federal,
state, district—and nature of the support. For example, inputs might include financial resources and wraparound student support services.

With respect to outcomes, the theory of action should specify the proximal and distal effects the system will promote. For example, instructional practices will improve, family and community engagement will grow, or students will encounter and meet higher academic expectations. Importantly, the supporting conditions and rationale thought to promote the outcome should be made explicit.

Finally, the theory of action specifies the evidence to support connections among inputs and outcomes. For example, improved school climate is documented by survey data, instructional practices are appraised via interviews and observations, and tracking disaggregated growth rates provides insight on academic progress for students in traditionally underserved groups. A systematic collection of evidence can help leaders engage in ongoing monitoring, review, and refinement of the system.

Only by investing upfront in the hard work of creating a well-specified theory of action can the role of assessment and accountability in supporting improved outcomes be understood and evaluated. Developing the theory of action is a shared responsibility, which should be led by policymakers and leaders, including chief state school officers and state boards of education, in collaboration with practitioners, technical advisors, and a broad-based group of stakeholders.

### Balance and Coherence

Currently, nearly all the attention on school improvement is connected to state accountability systems that were designed to meet federal requirements as specified in the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA). These systems are overwhelmingly influenced by academic indicators in the form of performance on end-of-year summative tests in English language arts and mathematics. This represents a woefully imbalanced, incoherent system.

Creating more balance and coherence involves attending to the emphasis and interrelationships within and among systems at the federal, state, and local levels. To start, it is useful to briefly distinguish the roles at each of level.

**The Federal, State, and Local Role.** Equity is at the core of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) of 1965, an initiative designed to improve educational opportunities for disadvantaged students. Early federal accountability provisions typically focused on compliance or inputs. However, the scope has grown over the over the years, with perhaps the most pronounced pivot occurring with No Child Left Behind (NCLB), which mandated annual statewide achievement testing and school accountability systems that predominately linked consequences to attainment of proficiency on these tests. Accountability has not been the same since.

State educational authority is drawn from each state’s constitution and requirements from the legislature, the state board, and other governing bodies. Chief among the states’ roles are to establish the content and rigor of the academic standards, implement the state assessment and accountability systems, and provide support and resources to help districts and schools meet performance expectations. Naturally, federal requirements heavily influence much of a state’s efforts in this endeavor, as states must meet the detailed strictures of ESSA and federal peer review before implementing state assessment and accountability systems.

Despite the prominent influence of federal and state authority, education remains primarily a local responsibility. Local school boards, responding to community priorities, and district leaders are charged with the essential front-line responsibilities: hiring and supporting educators and staff, establishing and implementing the curriculum, and managing day-to-day operations such as transportation, facilities, and food service.

**Balance.** Balance primarily refers to the development of systems that are well specified at each level and pegged to the appropriate areas of emphasis. Unfortunately, contemporary accountability systems at the district level, if they exist at all, often treat districts like a “super school” by simply aggregating all the school metrics to the district. Moreover, these school metrics typically mirror the state’s standardized model. As previously noted, this model primarily comprises performance on end-of-year tests.

Districts can achieve more balance in at least two ways. First, they can design their systems to reflect the specific goals and priorities of the district and community, especially with respect to the areas under the districts’ direct influence. Second, the systems can be specified at a much finer grain size that takes advantage.
Box 1. Promising Initiatives

While much work remains to improve school accountability, there are some promising initiatives. One is the Massachusetts Consortium for Innovative Education Assessment (MCIEA), a collection of school districts and partners that are reimagining assessment and accountability. Their framework explicitly links essential inputs (e.g., educator and leader development, school culture, resources to support teaching and learning) and key outcomes such as academic learning, community building, and well-being. The model puts classroom performance assessment in the foreground in lieu of high-stakes state summative testing and includes a variety of broad school quality measures that are informed by research and community input and linked to prioritized outcomes. By so doing, the model moves toward more balanced, coherent accountability.

Innovation at the state level can be more difficult, not least because of federal constraints. Some states have overcome this by pursuing initiatives outside of ESSA. Recognizing that a one-size-fits-all system does not work well for alternative high schools, the Wyoming Department of Education engaged in a multiyear initiative to produce a supplemental school accountability system.* The resulting framework was built on a distinct theory of action that recognizes the unique mission of alternative schools and incorporates a broad, flexible set of indicators selected to support prioritized outcomes. For example, the system promotes student engagement and the holistic development of skills associated with postsecondary success via mechanisms such as individualized student success plans. While this system addresses a relatively small number of schools, the process and resulting framework are instructive.

Numerous states have signaled a move toward more improved school accountability. For example, New Hampshire’s Performance Assessment of Competency Education (PACE) could serve as a mechanism to more tightly link curriculum, instruction, and assessment (see article, page 39). Georgia’s College and Career Ready Performance Index encourages schools to promote readiness in areas such as fine arts and languages and rewards attainment of a variety of college- and career-ready credentials. This flexibility supports balance, allows for appropriate differentiation, and ultimately provides more useful, actionable outcomes. The Louisiana Department of Education helps districts implement strong practices by 1) reviewing extant curriculum and assessment resources, results of which are publicly available, 2) providing training and instructional resources, and 3) curating a bank of model resources and instructional tools.


of local initiatives and inputs. For example, because the district has auspices over personnel and professional development, they are best positioned to monitor and evaluate the efficacy of programs such as new teacher induction, professional development initiatives, and mentoring programs. As another example, schools and districts may have access to data on student performance apart from statewide tests. More focused information provided in a more timely manner is more likely to influence changes in practice.

States play a part in promoting balance as well. Although federal requirements constrain state systems, states can create supplemental initiatives that need not be high stakes, insofar as they are focused on producing performance classifications. For example, states can curate model resources and research-based improvement practices or help collect and report meaningful data that goes beyond summative assessments. As another example, some states have developed differentiated accountability and support systems for alternative schools outside ESSA. Taken together, there are multiple ways for states to partner with districts to promote balance (see box 1).

Coherence. As Ben Forman, Charles DePascale, and I detail elsewhere, coherence in accountability addresses at least three dimensions:

- **External coherence**: Are connections among multiple accountability systems logically consistent?
- **Internal coherence**: Are comparisons within the local system logically related?
- **K-12 coherence**: As students advance from early grades to graduation, are the different levels of the system logically connected?*

More focused information provided in a more timely manner is more likely to influence changes in practice.
External coherence is evident when systems at the state, federal, and local levels are mutually supportive. The responsibility goes both ways. Unfortunately, state systems can be poorly specified, such that they thwart innovation at the local level. For example, a state system that places too much emphasis on participation or performance on Advanced Placement courses as a pathway to postsecondary success may create a perverse incentive for districts and schools to eschew a broader range of academic and curricular experiences that prepare students for success in college and careers.

In systems with internal coherence, the components are mutually supportive and aligned to the overarching system goals. Incoherence can manifest in several ways. It may occur when systems of support are not connected to primary outcomes of interest. For example, if a central objective of the system is to close achievement gaps but there is no plan to provide supports to students in historically lower performing groups, the system is not internally coherent. There are technical features that can contribute to incoherence, as well. A common example is the disproportionate focus on proficiency rates in most systems, which is ill suited to gauge progress for students below standard, in contrast to academic growth measures.

Finally, K-12 coherence, which could also be termed vertical coherence, refers to a system that is thoughtfully designed to support students’ success throughout their educational pathways. For example, Scott Marion and colleagues emphasize the importance of learning progressions as the “organizing framework for connecting various assessments and learning activities in a vertically coherent system.” Unfortunately, it is all too common for schools to administer large-scale commercial assessments at regular intervals to gauge student progress with little or no information about the degree to which they are providing useful feedback on the skills most important for students to demonstrate success as they progress through the curriculum.

**Reciprocal Support**

The idea of reciprocity as a key factor in developing effective accountability systems is not new. Reciprocity refers to the shared responsibility to support attainment of performance expectations. As Richard Elmore explains, “For every increment of performance I demand from you, I have an equal responsibility to provide you with the capacity to meet that expectation.”

Arguably, contemporary accountability systems have overstated classifications and underspecified the mechanisms for building capacity and providing support to educators and students. In fact, it might be more appropriate to shift the language from “school accountability systems” to “school support systems” to reflect the proper emphasis on support as the key element in any well-designed system.

Given the central importance of reciprocity in promoting improved systems, it is useful to further develop two essential elements to reciprocal support: differentiation and utility.

**Differentiation.** One might challenge the notion that schools are the sole locus of accountability. Brian Gong explores this concept using the term “differentiated” accountability:

> Advocates of differentiated accountability may argue that just as it isn’t reasonable to hold students accountable for meeting standards until they have been given a fair opportunity to learn, so it is not reasonable to hold schools accountable until schools have been given a fair opportunity to provide the opportunity to learn.

He suggests that an accountability system can be considered incomplete if it lacks details about the obligations and consequences associated with all entities responsible for establishing the conditions for success. This information should be included in the guiding theory of action. It stands to reason that developing such a system will also promote more balanced, coherent structures.

**Utility.** Utility refers to the extent to which information generated in the system is appropriate and actionable. As noted previously, this requires having indicators represent the outcomes of interest and are appropriately specified to detect the desired effects.

Moreover, utility is supported when the timing and manner of reporting are sufficient to inform a helpful response. With little exception, current accountability practice provides information on distal outcomes at the end of the academic year or later. Improved systems will be characterized by data collection and reporting systems that provide more signals along the way to indicate if the desired outcomes are on track. By providing information at regular
intervals throughout the year (e.g., attendance, performance on interim assessments), personnel will be better equipped to detect and prevent a negative outcome.

It should be obvious that such data and support systems must be decoupled from high-stakes classifications if they are to be useful. To the extent that data intended for ongoing monitoring also inform summative classifications, the value of that information will almost certainly diminish due to Campbell’s Law. Named for social psychologist Donald Campbell, this principle holds that the likelihood of an indicator being corrupted increases in proportion to the degree to which that indicator is used for consequential decision making.  

**Final Thoughts**

It is not easy to change the status quo in American public education. But perhaps the moment is right to consider a new path forward for school accountability that is more credibly linked to improved outcomes for all students.

What are some specific actions that state boards can take to better leverage the promise of accountability?

- Work to develop a comprehensive theory of action for school improvement informed by a broad-based and diverse group of leaders and stakeholders. Regard this theory of action as a dynamic document, returning to it often to refine assumptions and guide monitoring and support.

- Use the theory of action as the foundation for reexamining the coherence and balance of the state’s accountability system. Refine the system as needed to ensure that it helps the state measure and promote what matters most. Consider including a broad set of indicators that go beyond summative assessments and measures of performance that can provide useful signals of student progress during the academic year. Such indicators may be supplemental—that is, decoupled from the federal system.

- Advocate for state practices that support districts and schools to stand up strong and complementary practices for monitoring and support. These systems should reflect local values, goals, and responsibilities.

- Promote the curation and dissemination of research and resources to help districts and schools. For example, provide model assessment and instructional resources or evaluate the quality of commercial products with respect to the state’s academic expectations.

To be fair, it will take more than “a better system” or sheer force of will to realize long overdue reform that promotes better outcomes. Wraparound services and supports to address the needs of historically underserved students must be vigorously pursued. State and federal laws must be friendlier to innovation. And sustained efforts to build capacity to improve teaching and learning are critical. Now is the time to shift focus away from counterproductive practices and toward more promising alternatives.

---
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When states issued the first coronavirus stay-at-home order last March, few could have foreseen how the foundations of learning and teaching would be shaken. As hopes for a brief disruption confronted reality, state and district leaders began plans to extend some form of distance learning into the 2020–21 school year. They also began to think about how to turn a daunting crisis into an opportunity to rethink policies and practices from the ground up—accountability policies in particular.

For many years, the majority of U.S. students have not met grade-level expectations, with socioeconomically disadvantaged students disproportionately affected. The pandemic only underlined and exacerbated these disparities. The coronavirus hit historically underserved communities harder, and the digital divide has harmed students in these communities more.

These facts loom as state policymakers consider the environment that students and teachers face this school year. Despite the heroic efforts of teachers, students, and families, some students may have returned to school with as little as 70 percent of the learning gains they typically would have made in reading (figure 1) and less than 50 percent of the gains they would have made in math (figure 2), according to research from assessment nonprofit NWEA. Some may be as much as a year behind in math.

Researchers further project that existing achievement gaps will likely widen as a result of the school closures, with some students benefiting from remote and self-driven learning environments and others—more likely those already behind, lacking learning opportunity at home, or both—losing ground.

To put this potential variance in context, researchers from several universities conducted an analysis of NWEA data across 10 states to understand the range of instructional levels present in a “typical” fifth-grade classroom after a regular summer break. They found students with instructional needs ranging from third grade through high school (figure 3). Given that gaps are expected to be even larger this school year, this figure represents a best-case scenario.

What can state boards of education do in the face of this challenge? We believe they and their peers in state policymaking have an unprecedented chance to not only recover learning loss due to COVID-19 but also address the long-standing problem of learning opportunity by effecting change at the systems level. They will need to ask some hard questions: How can educators best serve the diverse leaning needs of any given cohort of students? Should all learners be “ready” at the same time? How do we know the system is helping our kids grow and prepare for the future?

Teaching and Learning

Other major disruptions, such as Hurricane Katrina in 2005, have demonstrated that helping students get back on track is a long-term challenge. Even under “normal” circumstances, it is uncommon for students to achieve a year and a half of growth in a single year. For some, it may be tempting in the face of this challenge to do away with accountability for challenging all students to reach their highest potential. But a better response is to systematically pursue new approaches to learning, teaching, and assessment that better withstand disruption and more efficiently accelerate student achievement.

Reimagining learning should start with new structures and systems. Agrarian school calendars inherently
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targeted intervention for students with learning gaps is delivered so as to maximize access to grade-level knowledge and skills.\textsuperscript{7} Coronavirus school closures intensified the urgency of this reimagining. Ready or not, state and district leaders are grappling with the need to leverage digital learning tools and assessments to address the unique needs of every student. They must continue to invest in those tools and the professional learning that teachers will need to support challenging, personalized learning for every student—whether in person or remotely.

Technology cannot replace a caring, high-quality teacher, but in combination with adult and peer interactions, digital tools and data can expand teachers’ reach and increase their impact. Addressing the complexity of administering assessments remotely while protecting the validity of results and the security of test questions is central to this effort. In this new world of more flexible, resilient learning and teaching, educators still need timely, accurate information to make good decisions for each learner. Thus it is necessary, though challenging, to provide quality remote proctoring capabilities that ensure data integrity.

State leaders must assume that blended learning is a core instructional strategy, not just an emergency response.\textsuperscript{6} Rhythmic, year-round, school calendars are politically difficult to implement but are a precious opportunity to mitigate lost learning by increasing learning opportunity. Evolving in this direction will not happen overnight, so we recommend that state and district leaders start thinking through what a potential transition might look like and what steps can be taken immediately to serve learners during summer months. It will be important to move beyond sending summer reading lists to more formal blended and online summer learning strategies—not only in summer 2021 but also in the summers that follow.

State leaders must invest in distance learning infrastructure and assume that blended learning is a core instructional strategy, not just an emergency response. Before the pandemic, authors of a Bellwether Education Partners report said that teachers think digital learning has a positive impact on student learning but do not always leverage it in ways that motivate and engage students. They also found that teachers value assessment data but have limited time to digest it, have too much of it, and do not always receive it in a timely fashion. They concluded that the education sector must “reimagine how targeted intervention for students with learning gaps is delivered so as to maximize access to grade-level knowledge and skills.”\textsuperscript{7}
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Age, Grade, and Opportunity

Making good decisions for individual learners means understanding what they know and are ready to learn next—whether on or off grade level—and acknowledging that opportunities to learn are not limited to schooling. In a global digital world, learning can happen on demand, inside and outside the formal classroom. It will be important for education leaders to foster connections with supplemental and community-based learning opportunities and to support teachers with assessments that can capture the full range of learning strengths and gaps for each learner.

Grade-level standards are essential for establishing expectations for what each learner should know and be able to do at particular points in time. However, they are not a prescription for meeting a learner’s needs, especially high achievers and struggling learners. And they cannot address the broad range of the pandemic’s impacts on student achievement. Given that economic hardship often drives student mobility, COVID-19 could present teachers with even more learners than usual for whom they have little context. In this environment, a student’s age and grade level will be less reliable as a proxy for learning needs than ever before. Understanding the unique needs of each learner, regardless of where they fall on the continuum, will be paramount.

As personalized learning experts suggest, focusing on grade-level content in spite of lost or unfinished learning makes it harder for students to master more advanced concepts and hinders their college and career readiness. Yet too often, well-meaning efforts to meet students where they are result in students not being appropriately challenged, which can lead to a systematic lowering of expectations for students who are behind. Maintaining high expectations for all students is essential, but expectations alone do not outline the interventions and scaffolding required to optimize learning for each student, especially given the greater-than-usual variance in skill that teachers are expected to see this school year.

Meeting student needs and maintaining high expectations is not an either/or dilemma but rather an opportunity to implement more efficient, scalable ways to personalize and accelerate learning. The technology and knowledge required to achieve this is available now. Consider these ideas:

- **Make distinctions to maximize learning based on developmental needs and/or content areas.** Earlier grades may require more time (i.e., more than one school year) to master the basic skills on which everything else builds. Students in later grades may need more individualized, scaffolded support to fill critical skills gaps. Educators have an opportunity to make better, more granular, student-centered decisions to optimize learning for each student, in each subject.

- **Rethink grouping and regrouping students based on learning needs.** Especially in K-5/6 environments, cohorts of learners staying with the same teacher for all learning needs and instruction in a year make differentiating at the student level challenging, but grouping and regrouping cohorts of learners is scalable and achievable. Accountability and teacher effectiveness models will need to evolve to support this team-based approach.

- **Facilitate the implementation of high-quality curriculum.** One reason that students may not be challenged at the appropriate level is a disconnect between learning expectations and curriculum. State leaders can help establish criteria for selection of high-quality, coherent curriculum that is not only standards aligned but also engaging in a digital environment—an essential criterion in a blended learning world.

- **Align assessments to high-quality curriculum.** Alignment between assessments and curriculum can help teachers place students in a curricular progression (versus using only grade level or age as a proxy for identifying learning needs) and more effectively close learning gaps. In states where districts are using multiple high-quality curricula, selecting assessments that can be configured to align with those curricula is ideal.

- **Support the adoption of adaptive assessments administered throughout the school year.** Administering adaptive, standards-aligned, interim assessments that identify student learning needs (regardless of age/grade level) and performance relative to learning expectations will be critical. Now more than ever, educators will need rhythmic,
shorter-cycle evidence of student learning to make good decisions for each learner.

- **Expand the value of statewide assessment.**
  States can support systems that provide timely learner-specific feedback as well as coherence relative to summative expectations by providing standards-aligned formative and interim assessments for districts. They can also rethink statewide summative tests so that students can demonstrate proficiency when they are ready (competency-based and through-year assessment models, for example) as opposed to current systems, which expect all students to proceed on the same timeline.

### Innovative State Assessment Systems

The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) permits innovation in summative assessment either statewide or within a subset of a state’s local educational agencies (LEAs) or schools through the Innovative Assessment Demonstration Authority (IADA) program. Nebraska is moving toward statewide innovation, and Georgia, Louisiana, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and North Carolina are exploring innovative approaches through the IADA pilot program (see also article, page 40).

This movement to change assessment began before the pandemic, with many states looking for ways to reduce overall testing and better support districts in their efforts to foster student learning. However, the cancellation of spring 2020 statewide summative testing across the nation due to school closures opens the door even wider for states to reconsider the best way to gauge how well schools are serving students. This rethinking could usefully go beyond measuring whether learning happened at year’s end to providing educators with timely, actionable data for improving learning throughout the year.

NWEA has partnered with Nebraska, Georgia, and Louisiana on their innovative assessment efforts, which focus on these through-year models. The models are designed to streamline and connect assessments that districts use to inform instruction with those the state designed to meet accountability requirements. Thus a single assessment system produces information for districts during the school year and summative scores, which along with other measures are critical to provide a holistic view of school performance for school improvement efforts.

Most districts administer interim assessments during the school year to inform instruction and measure academic growth plus a summative test to meet accountability requirements in the spring. Through-year assessment eliminates the need to double-test in the spring and produces timely results during the school year showing where students are in their learning as well as how they are performing relative to summative grade-level expectations. This information supports teachers in addressing individual student learning needs while keeping proficiency and college and career readiness goals in view so all students are challenged to reach their full potential.

In summary, there are several benefits to through-year models:

- **Coherence.** A unified, cohesive approach avoids the use of one compass in the classroom and another in accountability frameworks.

- **Efficiency.** A single assessment system eliminates the need to administer both interim and summative assessments in the spring.

- **Utility.** Information on student performance throughout the year helps teachers target instruction and take action to ensure student mastery of foundational skills and concepts.

- **Fairness.** A fall-to-spring growth measure provides a more accurate view of schools’ impact on learning than models rooted in summative performance alone.

Even so, through-year assessment models are not without potential challenges. Some critics express concerns that using a single assessment solution to serve more than one purpose could compromise the value of the information produced. However, the goal of through-year assessment is not to produce one type of data to serve multiple purposes. Rather, it is to increase coherence by using one assessment system to yield different types of data. Advances in technology and test design support the development of models that address clarity in purpose and validity of score calculations.

In contrast, separating formative, interim, and summative assessments at the expense...
of coherence in design can send a confusing message to educators about which actions to take. A disconnect between the assessments used to inform instruction and the ones used to ensure accountability for instructional outcomes can result in competing priorities. The coherence created with through-year assessment avoids this by supporting a match across all tests in the system with theories of learning and teacher action.

That said, innovation takes time, patience, and resources. The six states and participating districts currently pursuing innovative approaches are making sacrifices to effect change; it can take several years to make innovative assessments operational. If state leaders do not feel ready to take the leap, they may wish instead to innovate by creating more efficient and coherent summative tests and/or investing in balanced systems of assessment—for example, providing high-quality, standards-aligned formative and/or interim assessments to districts to ensure they have instructionally useful information during the school year.

### Aligning Accountability with Teaching and Learning

Even as states and districts improve education systems to accelerate learning, they must consider how much growth is realistic in a year. Particularly in the wake of the pandemic, where students may lose as much as a year of learning, state leaders should evaluate the fairness of using proficiency standards set under different learning conditions for accountability purposes. That does not mean proficiency expectations should be lowered, but it is worth reckoning how long it will take to get many learners back on pace to be college, career, and life ready.

This crisis gives state boards a chance to reassess the best way to hold schools accountable and identify those most in need of support—not just in 2021 but in the years that follow (box 1). As more states move toward interim assessments as part of balanced assessment systems or toward through-year models of assessment, they should leverage those assessments to measure fall-to-spring and cross-year growth, regardless of summative performance, for two reasons:

- **Avoids attribution of seasonal learning loss (or gain) to schools.** School effectiveness measures are sensitive to summer loss, and this will continue to be a concern as long as agrarian school calendars are the norm. An NWEA research study found that school accountability data based on students’ fall-to-spring growth were often different from data based on spring-to-spring growth, a common practice under ESSA.\(^\text{14}\)

- **Avoids using short-term student growth to measure school efficacy in achieving**
long-term goals (college and career readiness). Schools held accountable for short-term student growth are often very different from those that would be identified for improvement under ESSA if more years of data were used.\textsuperscript{15}

Reimagining accountability does not mean that states should stop looking at student performance on summative tests or growth in proficiency over time. These data are crucial to identifying and addressing educational inequities. Rather, states should assess this information alongside additional measures such as growth over time, regardless of proficiency level, and reconsider whether an annual review period is appropriate.

The Road Ahead

It has been heartening to see state leaders, district administrators, teachers, students, and families rising to the challenges created by the pandemic and working hard together to keep students learning. Yet unless state leaders seize this chance to effect change, the crisis risks making longstanding opportunity-to-learn problems even worse.

Everyone working in education has had to foster learning in new ways and make related decisions about systems of learning, assessment, and accountability. Approaching these changes as a stopgap to get through a period of uncertainty would be a missed opportunity to make education more equitable, resilient, and effective.

State boards of education and other education leaders can drive discussion and action around models of blended learning that employ student-centered practices and embrace the global digital world in which we live. Specifically, they can support systems that

- leverage digital tools, increase learning opportunities, extend beyond age- and grade-based structures, and maintain common, high expectations for all students;
- adopt high-quality curriculum, professional learning, and coherent assessment models that not only measure learning but also support teachers in fostering learning throughout the year; and
- create fair, meaningful accountability models that more effectively reveal which schools—across all communities—are thriving and which need additional support.

By reimagining education in the wake of an extraordinary experience shared across the world, state boards can better ensure that every student can develop the skills and knowledge they need to succeed in college, careers, and life.\textsuperscript{11}
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Students with disabilities and English learners rank high among those facing the greatest academic challenges in public education. Like canaries in the coal mine, these students are often the first to reveal how conditions in schools are not adequately supporting students’ academic growth. Their mandated participation in alternate statewide assessments offers insights into why that might be.

First, the testing requirement for these groups incentivizes state and local educators to teach these students appropriate academic content and keep them in classrooms with their age-appropriate peers. Keeping students with disabilities in these classrooms, rather than segregating them in isolated classrooms, helps them and their nondisabled peers in a variety of ways, including improved academic achievement and self-regulation. Similarly, English learners and their English-proficient peers both benefit from academic and social interactions in ways that enhance their achievement and linguistic skills.

Second, high-quality alternate academic assessment and English language proficiency assessments involve some degree of individualized administration: Students taking the test interact directly with their teachers as it is administered. There is no secret about what the tests are asking students to do, and teachers see and evaluate students’ performance in the moment. As a result, teachers gain insights into what their students know and can do directly from the process of testing rather than having to wait until scores become available. They can use those insights in their classrooms that very day, and students can reap immediate benefits from their assessment-drive interactions with their teacher.

A Plethora of Tests

The break from testing that the pandemic instigated in spring 2020 only renewed old questions about the purpose of the entire assessment system and qualms about the number of summative state tests. While the full repertoire varies to some degree across states, some components are common to all. All states administer assessments in English language arts and mathematics in grades 3 through 8 and at least once in high school as well as science assessments in at least one grade in each of the 3 to 5, 6 to 8, and high school grade ranges. All states also administer English language proficiency assessments to K-12 English learners each year.

Every one of these general assessments also has an alternate version for students with significant cognitive disabilities who cannot access the general assessments. Some states also offer alternate academic assessments in languages other than English to allow English learners who are not yet proficient in English to demonstrate their knowledge and skills. In sum, a state must administer sixty assessments annually, with individual students taking as many as four in a given year.

History of Alternate Assessments

The federal government has required academic assessment only since the fall of 1994, when the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) was reauthorized as the Improving America’s Schools Act (IASA). It required states to administer annual, statewide English language arts and mathematics assessments to all students in specific grades. And it took nearly a decade for all states to comply with that mandate.

Through two subsequent reauthorizations—No Child Left Behind and the Every Student Succeeds Act—states have been required to set their own standards, create their own assessments, and design their own accountability systems within a set of parameters. No federal or national sets of standards, accountability...
assessments, or accountability systems have ever been imposed.

Before IASA and the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) of 1997, there was no explicit requirement for educators to apply the same academic expectations for students with disabilities as for all other students. From the early 1970s until 1994, ESEA required assessments only in schools receiving Title I funding, required only testing of students directly receiving services paid for under Title I of ESEA, and allowed districts to choose which assessments to administer.

In those days, the options were mostly limited to tests yielding norm-referenced scores as opposed to scores associated with standards-based achievement expectations. If a district were using a large-scale assessment for accountability or program evaluation purposes, it could choose to use that assessment or an entirely different one for the Title I students in its Title I schools.

Alignment to standards was not required, and if some students—say, those with cognitive disabilities or without English language proficiency—happened to miss out on testing, c’est la vie. There were no negative consequences for not testing students, including those whose absence was essentially a blanket exemption based on their disability, language learning status, or even the likelihood that they would not perform well on the tests. Thus the very students who ESEA was meant to support, with the billions of dollars it directed to education agencies each year, could easily go undetected in evaluations of school performance.

IASA addressed this deficit by requiring states to test all students, regardless of whether they were receiving services paid for by Title I or attending schools receiving Title I funds. The message was that states, districts, and schools must hold the same high expectations for all students, including those who face added challenges to achieving academic success. IASA explicitly included English learners under the all-means-all umbrella.

To allow for all students to participate, a state must offer a general assessment, a general assessment with accommodations, and alternate assessments. Under IASA and its successors, alternate assessments must be based on the same academic content standards as the general assessments but have different performance or academic achievement standards, which define what constitutes proficient performance, performance that exceeds grade-level expectations, and performance that does not yet meet those expectations.

While IASA introduced the requirement for testing all students, it did not impose consequences for schools’ failure to do so. States simply had to report aggregated assessment scores for all students as well as scores that were disaggregated for several student groups, including students with disabilities and English learners, on state and local report cards. NCLB attached accountability to these reporting requirements by mandating that at least 95 percent of the students in each student group, such as students with disabilities and English learners, had to participate in the assessments. In addition, each student group—rather than just the total number of students tested—had to meet performance expectations for adequate yearly progress. Under NCLB, all meant all in terms of both participation and performance.

Students with Disabilities. Meanwhile, the 1970 reauthorization of ESEA included as its Title VI grants program the Education of the Handicapped Act, subsequently established as the stand-alone Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975. The act required local education agencies to provide a “free and appropriate education” for students with disabilities, which included individualized education programs (IEPs) for each student as well as access to the least restrictive environment (LRE) for their instruction. These requirements were extended and expanded when the act was reauthorized as IDEA in 1990.

In 1997 and 2004, IDEA was reauthorized, in part to align with IASA and NCLB requirements, respectively. Both reauthorizations required states and local school districts to provide alternate assessments suitable for students with significant cognitive disabilities for every test they require their students to take.

English Learners. Assessment requirements for English learners stem from a combination of legislation, memoranda from the Office of Civil Rights in the U.S. Department of Education, and federal case law. Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 specifically prohibited “discrimination on the basis of race, color, or national origin” in federal or federally funded programs.
While that legislation did not explicitly mention English language proficiency, Congress subsequently passed the Bilingual Education Act of 1968 as Title VII of the 1968 ESEA reauthorization, which provided federal funding “for programs to help language-minority students overcome linguistic barriers that prevent them from meaningfully participating in their educational program.”

The NCLB reauthorization of ESEA introduced in its Title III a state education agency role for supporting English learners (then referred to as “limited English proficient” or LEP students) that extended the standards, assessments, and accountability components of the systemic reform model to English language proficiency. All states had to establish English language proficiency standards, assessments aligned with those standards, and an accountability model that used scores from those assessments to identify districts where English learners were not acquiring, or making progress toward acquiring, English language proficiency. ESSA retained these requirements but pulled them into Title I, which applies to all schools and school districts rather than only those receiving Title III funding for English language support services.

Why Offer Alternate Tests?

The logic behind all these testing mandates stems from the model of systemic school reform that emerged in the 1980s and early 1990s. Systemic reform seeks to shift the focus away from mere compliance with rules for the use of school funding and toward evidence that this funding was being used effectively to improve student achievement. Implementing systemic reform means

- articulating expectations for student achievement in each grade in the form of academic content and academic performance or achievement standards,
- assessing student achievement using tests aligned with these standards, and
- evaluating schools based on their students’ performance on these tests.

From the beginning and across the reauthorizations of the federal legislation, three key words have been at the core of the testing mandate: accountability, alignment, and all. Accountability means that these tests must yield scores that states use to hold schools accountable for student learning. While the scores may also inform some curriculum or programming decisions, accountability uses are required. That is, states must use the scores to identify schools where students appear to be underperforming and provide resources to support students’ achievement in those schools.

Alignment means that the assessments must measure the range of knowledge and skill expectations defined in the state’s academic content and performance standards—not just some of them and not some random list of knowledge and skills. Tests that do not align with those clearly articulated academic expectations, which also should be used to guide classroom instruction, cannot yield information of use to teachers, administrators, or parents.

And all means all. All students in the tested grades must participate in the statewide assessment system. Some may despise large-scale testing or at least large-scale accountability testing of the type ESEA requires, often for justifiable reasons. But it is often the “all” requirement that gives many educators, parents, and policymakers pause. All includes every student in every classroom in every school in every neighborhood. All includes every student with disabilities and every English learner, even those who are not yet proficient in English. It is an uncompromising requirement bent on equity and remains a fundamental part of the federal policy logic.

As these long legislative histories reflect, one answer to why states keep testing students is that federal law and dozens of other legal memos and legal precedents—some of which are grounded in the Equal Protection Clause of the U.S. Constitution—demand it. ESEA provides significant funding to states and school districts, and student assessment has been a key element in holding state and local agencies accountable for how they use the millions of dollars they get each year. In return for the funding, these agencies agree to be held accountable for the achievement of all of their students.

But the more compelling answer is that alternate assessments benefit students and give incentives to schools to make sure that students with disabilities and English learners

Three key words have been at the core of the testing mandate: accountability, alignment, and all.
Instead of debating how many tests are appropriate, state leaders might instead ask why there are not more tests that involve teacher-student interactions.

High-quality alternate academic assessments have been recently developed, such as those administered by the Multi-State Alternate Assessment and the Dynamic Learning Maps consortia. Recently developed academic English language proficiency assessments, such as Access for ELLs and ELPA21, are far more technically sound and rigorous than their predecessors. Such progress in testing rigor would not have occurred without the ESEA policy mandates.

What State Boards Should Take Away

Students with disabilities and English learners offer a window into what large-scale testing could look like for all students if state and federal policies loosen their footing in traditional testing models and allow for more innovative, student-centered approaches. The tenets of accountability, alignment, and “all” would still apply—and likely with greater success—if state leaders would embrace and expand the lessons of alternate assessment.

In fact, high-quality alternate assessment and English language proficiency assessment formats should prompt state boards of education to rethink the nature of general assessments. Instead of debating how many tests are appropriate, state leaders might instead ask why there are not more tests that involve teacher-student interactions, administered at times and in ways that directly support students’ learning. Certainly, there are time and cost implications for shifting to more student-centered, performance-based assessment formats. But if students, their teachers, and their parents can actually learn from the testing process itself, that seems an investment worth exploring. Especially when the techniques necessary for building such tests would also demand stronger alignment with learning expectations and deep attention to the equity and accessibility of learning and assessment contexts.

The models on which current statewide accountability tests are based reflect tradition more than best practice. Innovative, student-centered assessments that are grounded in instruction and elicit rich evidence of student thinking appear more likely to effect real, sustainable changes in student learning than assessments that are distal to and separate from classroom interactions.

3Diane August et al., “Recent Research on English Language and Literacy Instruction: What We Have Learned to Guide Practice for English Language Learners in the 21st Century,” in Marilyn Shatz and Louise C. Wilkinson, eds., The Education of English Language Learners: Research to Practice (New York: Guilford Press, 2010).
5General assessments are those academic or English language proficiency tests taken by most students and are distinguished from “alternate” assessments.
A performance assessment may comprise one or more tasks. A performance task is any activity that asks students to do something to demonstrate their knowledge, understanding, and proficiency. Performance tasks yield a tangible product and/or performance that serve as evidence of learning.

Performance assessments let students show what they know in an applied fashion. They are commonplace in the arts, where students are judged on Statewide performance assessments have gone in and out of vogue for over 30 years. While embraced as authentic representations of student work, they often prove burdensome for standardized assessment purposes. They can be a strong addition to a balanced assessment system—when implemented well for the right purposes. State policymakers looking to bring performance assessments to their schools need to think deeply about their purpose and intended use.

By learning from the past, state boards can add depth and relevance to their assessment systems.
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painting, sculpture, musical performance, or dance. Even in academic subjects, performance tasks may be more representative of work done in the classroom, be it running science experiments, writing essays, or recreating an event in history.

But because they are difficult to standardize and expensive to score, states have often abandoned efforts to administer performance assessments. This article will describe their benefits and challenges.

Learning from Past Attempts

Before Congress passed No Child Left Behind (NCLB) in 2001, three states were using performance assessments as part of their accountability systems: Kentucky, Vermont, and Maryland. Kentucky began requiring writing portfolios at grades 4, 8, and 12 in response to the 1990 Kentucky Education Reform Act. A portfolio consists of multiple samples of student work taken throughout the school year to demonstrate progress.

The policymakers’ goal was to improve their students’ writing and use the work to hold schools accountable for providing better instruction that increased the progress of all students. The initiative required professional development for all teachers, not just English teachers, to create and score writing tasks. However, the program ultimately failed due to the high-stakes nature of the consequences for teachers. Teachers were not incentivized to challenge students, leading to a wide degree of variability in the tasks assigned. Additionally, there were concerns with the reliability of the results, as teachers scored their own students.

Vermont implemented a similar program in 1991 for writing and mathematics. Schools were encouraged to use results for individual instruction and intervention, but aggregated scores were used at the state level for school accountability. They, too, struggled with standardizing tasks and implementing comparable processes for providing feedback and allowing revisions. As in Kentucky, the amount of subjectivity in assigning and scoring the tasks led to low levels of reliability and incentives to game the system.

The Maryland School Performance Assessment Program (MSPAP) was a performance-based assessment implemented in 1991 that covered reading, writing, language usage, mathematics, science, and social studies. It was implemented in grades 3, 5, and 8, and the assessment tasks were unique in that they involved group work. This format led to results that could be generalized at the classroom, school, and district levels but did not provide individual scores. This program appeared to have some early success, with large majorities of teachers and principals reporting that they saw improved instruction. Test prep activities became much more broadly focused on application of knowledge. However, the large focus on writing across all subjects interfered with the interpretation of scores in subjects like math and science.

Ultimately, the MSPAP had to be terminated with the passage of the NCLB, which required student-level scores in grades 3–8.

Current State Efforts

Currently, most performance assessments consist of writing tasks—that for ELA alone or combined with history/government/social studies—and computer simulation models for science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) subjects. New Hampshire has gained notoriety for being the first state to implement a performance assessment under the innovative assessment flexibility offered under the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA). The Performance Assessment of Competency Education (PACE) project, which began in 2014, includes locally developed, locally administered performance assessments tied to grade and course competencies determined by local school districts that are aligned with the state’s challenging academic content standards. In each grade and subject, one common complex performance task, administered by all participating schools and districts, helps with calibration and provides evidence about the comparability of judgments related to student achievement across schools and districts. The state has continued their traditional statewide assessments in select grades and subjects to provide an ongoing audit of the innovative assessment system.

Rhode Island has a performance assessment graduation requirement. However, it is intentionally subjective and not intended for statewide accountability. Since 2005, Rhode Island has required an individual learning plan to be designed at grade 6 and revisited throughout
high school. Students work with their teachers to determine whether they will develop a portfolio, exhibition, or capstone product in one or more subject areas selected by the student and approved by their teachers. The product is intended to demonstrate students’ culminated applied learning skills and knowledge. Portfolios include performance-based entries required by the school district and some selected by the students. Exhibitions or capstone products tend to demonstrate deeper understanding of a selected topic. The state provided guidance on developing strong performance tasks, but districts ultimately set the graduation requirements.

**Guide to Adaptation**

All these state stories provide lessons for state boards of education interested in adopting performance assessments in their states or recommending them to districts. Assuming past is prologue, performance assessments require a level of local flexibility to survive in the long term.

State boards should ask questions about the purpose, content area, and criteria for proposed performance assessments. Bringing in resources to enrich student learning is very different from introducing a new assessment in order to evaluate teachers or schools. State leaders should also consider whether a performance assessment should be purchased, built from the ground up, or should leverage existing performance banks and standardized rubrics. Likewise, training educators to develop good performance tasks and strong rubrics can have effects beyond a single assessment. Finally, when introducing performance assessment to a balanced system of assessments, educators will need training on interpreting and using the results to inform teaching.

**Purpose.** The first question policymakers need to ask is what is the purpose of the performance task is. If the intent is to use results for school and district accountability under ESSA, there are much stricter guidelines for reliability and comparability. If the goal is to incorporate performance tasks into instruction to help teachers better assess the depth of student understanding or to allow for more authenticity, then the requirements are much more flexible. A third vector is the use of performance tasks for student accountability by incorporating them into grades or graduation requirements, which requires high reliability, but the comparability requirement can be set locally.

Once the purpose is established, it will drive the remaining decisions. For instance, if the goal of adopting formative assessment is primarily for school use, then the focus should be on looking for banks of performance tasks and training on administering and scoring them. If the plan is to use them for accountability and the tasks need to be kept secure, then a vendor with experience in developing and scoring performance tasks would be a better choice. Again, New Hampshire has had success with a hybrid approach of common tasks plus locally developed tasks.

**Subject.** The second consideration is the subject or content area of interest. The area with the longest history of performance tasks is, of course, writing. Asking students to write an essay, either with or without a reading passage for context, is a task that states have been requiring for years. Within writing, there are several approaches. First, the rubric can be standardized and circulated for teachers to use throughout the school year. Then, only the writing prompt is a secure test question. This approach became more commonplace under NCLB, where the approach to writing was to have students respond to a passage they read on the test. The writing prompt could still be narrative, informative, or persuasive, with a rubric for each genre, but the score was based on organization, clarity, and ability to reference the passage sensibly.

Some groups are more interested in a student’s ability to respond to feedback, so the score is based both on the final writing sample and on the growth from the first draft. Others are interested in a student’s ability to research a topic and then write about it, so the task may be given over several weeks rather than as an on-demand prompt. This approach is often used in college courses. Again, the rubric is typically provided ahead of time.

One area that has garnered much research is whether students should be allowed to choose the prompt on which they wish to write. Because prior knowledge is an important component in the ability to write effectively, the theory is that if students choose a topic they are interested in, they will produce a better product. This approach should also lead to more
equitable products, as students have varying exposure to different topics.

Research on Advanced Placement tests indicated that students who were given a choice of prompts tended to choose the one that looked easiest rather than the topic they were most drawn to. Instead, letting students choose the topic without first seeing the prompt should better match the theory and minimize the effects of unequal prior knowledge. More research is needed in this area, but allowing students some freedom in the topic would ultimately increase the fairness of the task.

Performance tasks in mathematics are most commonly developed as on-demand tasks in which students must perform several steps and show their work. Their score is based on process as well as product. A task with greater scaffolding to help struggling students often has several questions that build on one another to help guide the student to the final question. Other performance tasks involve a single scenario with multiple questions regarding a similar concept at varying degrees of difficulty. This latter approach is useful for classroom instruction to help teachers determine the depth of understanding within a single standard or concept.

With the release of the next-generation science standards, intense work began on developing computer-based simulations to test students’ process skills in addition to their content knowledge. Students may be given a scenario and allowed to try different approaches before answering a series of questions. For example, a physical science question may be about the relationship between a projectile and its velocity. Students may be given a simulation of a model rocket where they can vary the length of the tube, the shape of the nose cone, or the number of fins on the tail. After running the simulations, they then answer questions about the relationship between those characteristics and the distance it can travel before gravity pushes it into descent. The National Science Teachers Association gathered information on science simulations to provide teachers resources for using them in their classroom.

When teacher evaluation became a part of the NCLB waiver requirements, much work was done in the area of performance tasks for teachers of subjects other than English and mathematics. Teachers were either trained to create performance tasks or were given a bank to select from. Typically, two to three items per year were administered, and the teachers were evaluated on how much each student grew in their abilities throughout the year. Denver Public Schools created such banks for teachers of all subjects and provided professional development for teachers to create and field test their own tasks that could then be added to the bank. Although the efforts in many states were largely abandoned, the exercise taught us that teachers could be trained to both develop and implement such tasks effectively. More work was needed on demonstrating comparability across classrooms and schools, as these efforts focused primarily on within-classroom comparability, which was not fully aligned with the purpose of teacher accountability.

**Criteria.** Multiple repositories exist for performance tasks and rubrics. Additionally, companies offer professional development to train teachers to develop and field test their own tasks. State policymakers may consider first providing access to a bank of performance tasks and training teachers on implementing and scoring them. Grant Wiggins and Jay McTighe have written extensively on how to evaluate the quality of performance tasks. They focus on the importance of content and process knowledge as well as the student’s ability to generalize that knowledge. Any context should be age appropriate, and the rubrics should be standardized. Their guidance for rubrics suggest evaluating students’ products based on whether they meet the requirements of the task, the accuracy and thoroughness of the task, the evidence of following effective procedures, and the quality of the organization of the product (figure 1).

Other possible approaches involve hiring a vendor to create customized tasks and rubrics or train teachers to develop the tasks and rubrics, pretest them, revise them, and implement them effectively. As with most processes, evidence that the vendor has successfully completed such work previously is important.

Performance tasks can bring great depth to assessments and often result in tests that actually measure what teachers want to teach. However, they can be subjective and costly, making them difficult to implement at a large scale. Adding performance tasks to more traditional standardized assessments or building a performance assessment for specific grades or subjects may be the best approach to
Figure 1. Four Types of Criteria with Sample Questions


creating a balanced assessment system that also includes professional development for educators to design tasks for use within instruction. Several states doing this work are combining some degree of standardization with room for customization. By doing so, they can meet the demands of comparability while allowing teachers and students to focus on areas of interest and produce their best work.


The Innovative Assessment Demonstration Authority (IADA) program, written into the Every Student Succeeds Act, gives up to seven state educational agencies the opportunity to launch innovative assessment pilots in their public schools, with the goal of eventual statewide implementation.1 As of August 2020, the U.S. Department of Education (ED) had approved five states’ applications.

Beginning with Louisiana and New Hampshire in 2018, Georgia and North Carolina in 2019, and most recently Massachusetts in 2020, each state received a federal waiver for regular assessments so they could pilot assessment systems in select districts or schools over five years. Largely, the pilots focus on building a competency-based system that is more locally informed and better aligned to coursework.

**Louisiana**

As the first state to receive an IADA waiver, Louisiana is furthest along, implementing its first pilot in the 2018–19 school year. With a through-course assessment model based on the Guidance curriculum, which about 70 percent of the state’s school systems use, participating districts merge English language arts and social studies content in the same through-year assessments to cover students’ knowledge of passages aligned to their social studies instruction or books they have covered in class.2 Louisiana officials said they responded to research showing that “students need deep knowledge of a subject in order to think creatively or critically about it.”3 Aligning content in this way helps avoid testing students on their comprehension of passages dealing with subjects they have not previously learned. Students thus can show they have mastered content gained in class as part of their assessment experience, said Chanda Johnson, deputy assistant superintendent at the Office of Academic Policy and Analytics, Louisiana Department of Education. “By connecting these assessments to that unit of instruction, we’re ensuring a more equitable experience for all of our students.”

As the pilot progresses, Louisiana will gather feedback through surveys and focus groups with teachers and school leaders to determine what they want to see in assessment data, what instruction they would change because of it, or what extra professional development they would like to receive. “[T]he best way to understand what’s best for kids is to talk to people who are the closest to those kids—make sure everyone is engaged in the process,” Johnson said.

Though unable to complete the 2019–20 pilot year due to the pandemic, participating schools were able to complete two of the three assessment windows before schools closed, thereby providing at least some data for the school year, Johnson said.

**New Hampshire**

The second state to receive approval, New Hampshire applied in 2018 for its IADA pilot with its Performance Assessment of Competency Education (PACE) program. The PACE initiative, for which ED previously granted permission in March 2015, lets schools and districts provide multiple means for assessment other than standardized tests, with an emphasis on performance assessment. “The PACE system is based on the belief that a rich system of local and common … performance-based assessments is necessary for supporting deeper learning as well...”
as allowing students to demonstrate their competency through multiple performance assessment measures in a variety of contexts, according to New Hampshire’s IADA application.

Established as a competency-based educational approach, PACE encompasses a combination of local, common, and state-level assessments administered to students in grade 3 English language arts (ELA), grade 4 mathematics, grade 8 ELA and mathematics, and grade 11 ELA, mathematics, and high school science. Each grade and subject receives one common performance task, called the PACE Common Task, which is developed and administered by all participating schools.

“When PACE started off, they noticed the districts were all over the place and there wasn’t a lot of coherence on what proficiency is,” said Melissa White, administrator for academics and assessment at the New Hampshire Department of Education. PACE gathers input from local schools and teachers to help inform the state academic assessments with the content they cover in class.

While some states may have staff capacity sufficient to implement a new assessment system, others will rely on outside entities for operation and data management, as New Hampshire has. Thus, as response to the COVID-19 pandemic eats into budgets, states looking at implementing new assessment systems should be clear about the cost and the capacity requirements, White said.

**Georgia**

ED approved the Georgia Department of Education’s application in 2019 to implement two innovative assessment consortia models: the Georgia MAP Assessment Partnership and the Putnam County Consortium. The first partners with NWEA to develop MAP Growth for Georgia, a through-year assessment that leverages adaptive interim assessments to provide timely insights on students’ command of grade-level standards, measure academic growth, provide norm-referenced test results, and produce summative proficiency scores. The second group is working with Navvy Education LLC to develop an on-demand assessment system that provides real-time diagnostic data.

“Both assessment systems seek to assess students throughout the school year in order to provide feedback to teachers while instruction is still occurring,” said Allison Timberlake, Georgia’s deputy superintendent for assessment and accountability. “The main difference is that the MAP Growth for Georgia model is a computer-adaptive assessment and the Navvy model is a standards-level assessment.”

Georgia’s objective in the IADA program is to leverage district work to explore alternate, innovative assessment solutions, Timberlake said. Ultimately, they will explore multiple models and work with stakeholders to select an assessment to implement statewide.

Georgia originally applied for three district consortia assessment systems, but the third—a model developed at Cobb County School District—did not meet ED’s requirements and selection criteria because they did not align with state academic achievement standards.

**North Carolina**

In October 2014, the North Carolina State Board of Education convened the Task Force on Summative Assessment to address concerns over the amount of time students spend on standardized assessments and the usability of the data at the classroom level. The task force recommended a through-grade assessment model called NC Check-Ins to replace the end-of-grade summative assessments. After receiving feedback on the original IADA proposal, the department of public instruction revised its NC Check-Ins design to develop the North Carolina Personalized Assessment Tool (NCPAT), which measures students’ knowledge of content standards in three intervals across the school year. The first two NCPAT assessments, taken at the end of trimesters two and three, provide detailed feedback so classroom instruction may be tailored immediately to individual needs and serve as indicators to determine an appropriate starting point for developing the third NCPAT assessment. At the end of the school year, the final NCPAT assessment will feature multiple “clusters” of items based on results of the first two assessments.

“Matrix sampling will be used to design these mini clusters to ensure they are aligned to grade level test specifications, and across all NCPAT 3 clusters, the full breadth and depth of grade level content standards will be assessed,” states the North Carolina IADA application addendum.
With IADA approval in June 2019, North Carolina will expand this program from a first-year sample of participating students in through-grade assessments for mathematics and ELA to two districts participating in the second year, and a sample of at least 15 percent of students statewide in years three and four.

Early on, the task force engaged stakeholders as members and discussants, which provided vital input on the use, development, and technical requirements for a more balanced assessment system.10

Massachusetts

Massachusetts received its waiver from federal assessment requirements in April 2020, and state leaders plan to focus on increasing access to deeper learning, piloting an assessment system in science and technology/engineering for grades 5 and 8.11 The new design will combine the current Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System (MCAS) with a new hands-on session, where students will be assessed in dynamic, interactive simulations, much as they might experience a task in a science class. “We want to make sure the assessment reflects the kinds of tasks that we’re asking teachers to give their students,” said Sam Ribnick, special advisor for innovative assessments and data at the Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education.

The IADA pilot will expand another Massachusetts pilot, the Kaleidoscope Collective for Learning, in which select schools and districts organized classroom instruction around deeper learning. About half of the IADA pilot group are Kaleidoscope schools.

Its pilot is part of a broader state effort to reduce disparities and make deeper learning more ingrained into the instruction all students receive. “Any state that’s getting into this process has to really clear on what are the goals and the intended purpose of doing this and let that drive the initial conversation about what the new design will look like,” Ribnick said.11

7Ibid.
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recently published “Blueprint for Testing: How Schools Should Assess Students During the Covid Crisis,” drawing on recent work, to provide a ready reference for busy education leaders and policymakers as they plan for standardized testing now and into the future.7

4Olson and Jerald, “Big Test.”
I am an exhausted parent of two daughters, ages 2 and 5. Months of juggling work and home teaching have depleted my husband and me, and we are ready to see schools reopen. We wanted our eldest to start first grade with friends. In a school.

Fairfax County Public Schools began reopening planning in mid-June with a survey to parents and staff outlining three options: a virtual start to the school year (dependent on state reopening phases); a hybrid in-school, at-home learning model; and a 100 percent virtual model for students and teachers at high risk. They asked for our preferences and experiences with spring online learning. Days later, our superintendent presented a detailed plan to the local board. I was impressed by the thoroughness of the presentation, but I saw holes in the plan and wanted to retake the survey. I wasn’t alone.

Two town halls and another school board work session later, the revised plan was presented: Families could opt for two days a week in school, with asynchronous learning at home for three, or for 100 percent virtual synchronous learning. The district asked families to commit for the full year—a hard ask. Not surprisingly, these options met with resistance and questions.

What safety precautions would schools be taking? How would a school manage a COVID outbreak or regular illness? How would the models be implemented? Would children be able to continue immersion, IB, AP? Safety aside, which learning model is best? And what about accommodations for special education? The answers to these and other questions were, “We don’t know. We need families’ preferences first.”

How frustrating. We wanted to make informed decisions, yet district and school leaders could not help. We turned to friends and family, whose advice may not have been accurate (tip: never underestimate the power of social media in swaying opinion). Many parents nationwide faced similar chicken-or-egg scenarios: Parents need good information to make confident choices; districts need to know parents’ intent in order to plan. This mutual dependency left parents to take leaps of faith.

Our ultimate decision came down to safety. And apparently, so did our school district’s. Only a week after we submitted our preference to keep our daughter home, our superintendent and school board reversed course and are starting the school year virtually for everyone. A wise choice, I think, but I wish I could get back those sleepless nights spent agonizing over our decision!

It will take a village to pull this off. Parents will need supports to supplement learning at home and help their children safely socialize. We will need continued flexibility from our jobs and child care. I especially hope schools leverage community resources to fill gaps for so many struggling families.

In the face of shifting, sometimes conflicting guidance, reopening schools is easier said than done. For communicating in uncertain times, my advice is this: Manage change with authority. State boards should make every effort to involve stakeholders early in planning. Be transparent when the information that undergirds the plan changes, and point stakeholders to trustworthy sources so they can make the best decisions possible.
State boards of education spend a great deal of time discussing evaluation processes and accountability systems. Based on their respective areas of authority, state board agendas are peppered with lengthy, substantive discussions on teacher evaluation, student performance, program analysis, as well as state chief and state education agency evaluation, which all lead to discussions about accountability based on the results of such data. All important topics, for sure.

However, most board agendas are eerily silent when it comes to the single most important area of evaluation and accountability within the purview of all state boards of education: self-evaluation. As the single-most powerful education policy group within each state and territory, state boards of education owe it to themselves, their fellow state policy leaders, and, most important, their families and students, to engage in a regular, thorough evaluation of their effectiveness as education policy leaders.

I recently had the privilege to lead a state board through an examination of their effectiveness, and it was powerful for both the board and for me as the leader of NASBE. The NASBE model of board effectiveness self-evaluation looks at four broad areas: 1) mission and goals, 2) state board agenda, 3) board operations, and 4) stakeholder engagement, each of which has a strong emphasis on equity and excellence. These areas are assessed through a state-specific survey of individual members and, when coupled with hard data on student achievement and program effectiveness, should lead to in-depth discussions that renew the board’s focus on priorities, align direction with those priorities, and increase efficiency and effectiveness. It also permits boards to highlight their accomplishments and recollect milestones of achievement. It is not only about growing as an effective board but also about taking time to stop and enjoy progress.

While the self-evaluation process may seem daunting given the limited time boards have to meet, it is well worth the investment, as it streamlines discussions moving forward and aids in prioritizing agenda items. Hence, greater effectiveness leads to enhanced efficiencies.

Once a board completes a self-evaluation, it is important to share those results with constituents and colleagues in the spirit of public transparency and to gain the support and trust of those the board serves. State boards are the citizen leaders in the education policy landscape and must be willing and eager to assess their own performance and effectiveness before prescribing such measures for teachers, schools, districts, and state agencies.

The relentless pursuit of equity and excellence begins at the board table—not at the schoolhouse door. State boards must heed the words of the great musical philosopher, Michael Jackson, and start with the man in the mirror. “I’m starting with the man in the mirror…. And no message could have been any clearer. If you want to make the world a better place, Take a look at yourself, and then make a change.”

Just as self-reflection is key to personal growth, board self-evaluation is the first and most crucial step in the collective journey of equity and excellence for all students.
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